EXHIBIT STORAGE AND SHARING

Goodbye
paper,
hello digital.

Facilitating exhibit sharing, storage and
management has never been easier.
InstantExhibit+™ provides a secure online repository for
parties to upload exhibits electronically both before
and during depositions, in addition to maintaining a
central digital collection of exhibits for ongoing
complex, document-intense matters.
Whether participants are in the same room or remote,
everyone has centralized access to view and examine
introduced exhibits. This alleviates excess paper,
promotes organization and provides realtime access
to exhibits for all parties.

24/7 online access
Unlimited parties and users
Private folders with restricted access
Shared folders to view introduced exhibits
Master exhibit binder updated and maintained by a
dedicated team for the duration of your case
Compatible with all ﬁle types and individual ﬁle
sizes up to 5 GB
Industry-leading security and compliance
Deposition technician upon request to assist with
exhibit introduction, annotating and more
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How it Works
InstantExhibit+™ is an easy-to-use, web-based platform that provides all
parties an easy way to manage discovery, stay organized and collaborate
both internally and externally. Here’s how to leverage our services before,
during and after your deposition.
Before the
Deposition

Each party has access to private exhibit folders where you can
upload potential exhibits prior to or during the deposition.
Private folders are protected with restricted controls, allowing
only designated members of your team access to upload,
download and view the contents.

On-demand access to 12,000+
oﬃces in over 2,700 cities across
the country
More than 5,000 independent
specialized areas of expertise
Complex case management
State-of-the-art technical capabilities

During the
Deposition

After the
Deposition

Every deposition will have a shared exhibit folder for all parties
to view exhibits introduced during the deposition. To introduce
an exhibit during a deposition, simply copy the exhibit from
your private folder into the shared folder to make it available
to all parties in realtime.
Parties have ongoing access to all introduced exhibits for the
duration of the case. View previously introduced exhibits
within their individual shared exhibit folders or within the
master exhibit binder.

Industry-Leading Security and Compliance
Safeguarding your sensitive case and client data is our priority. Our platform
features advanced security and threat protection, including:

Built-in controls
and granular
permissions

Two-factor
authentication

File
encryption

HIPAA & PHI
compliance

Legal videography
Interpreting services

access to calendar, transcripts,

Having now completed multiple
remote depositions, I have been very
happy with the experience.
The transition to remote depositions in
a very large and document intensive
multi-party litigation was a concern,
but we have had no issues in our case.
Thanks to the U.S. Legal Support team
providing training and support, the
transition from in-person depositions
has been much easier and more
eﬀective thanI expected.

Remote Depositions Made Easy
We recommend using our remote deposition platform, RemoteDepo™, with
InstantExhibit+™ for a comprehensive virtual deposition solution.
RemoteDepo™ allows everyone to participate in a remote deposition and
interact as if they were in the same conference room. Communicate in
realtime, observe witness body language and seamlessly facilitate
questioning. With features and functionality to mimic in-person
proceedings, RemoteDepo™ lets you perform on-screen annotations, share
screens, establish private breakout rooms and view a realtime feed of the
court reporter’s transcript.
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Thanks to U.S. Legal Support for
always being on the cutting edge of
technology and court reporting
initiatives to ensure a continuum of
extraordinary services to the legal
industry and to set the gold standard
in the court reporting industry.
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